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Elite Solution Partner

Control-M Partner of the Year

IMPROVE AGILITY 
Create a faster, leaner 
enterprise by managing 
workflows though an 
intuitive new interface.

 

EXPLOIT BIG DATA  
Gain deeper insight 
and reduce risk by 
leveraging built-in 
tools to analyze your 
enterprise workload 
data.

LEVERAGE DEVOPS 
BEST PRACTICES  
Reduce application 
development and 
deployment time by as 
much as 80%. 
 

EMPOWER 
STAKEHOLDERS  
Keep non-IT personnel 
informed and engaged 
with a self-service 
mobile app tailored to 
their needs. 

INTEGRATE 
BUSINESS 
PROCESSES   
Incorporate real-time 
processes into your 
workload automation 
environment.

CETAN CORP’S BMC CONTROL-M  
UPGRADE SERVICES

UNLEASH THE POWER OF BMC CONTROL-M 

Building on the tradition of innovation and excellence that has earned it the reputation as the industry leading 
Workload Automation solution for over a decade, BMC Control-M brings increased power and a new, simplified 
interface that makes managing complex workloads easier and more efficient than ever before. Cetan Corp’s 
BMC Control-M Certified Professional Services Consultants deliver comprehensive Upgrade support to ensure 
that your organization can benefit from all of the powerful new features.  

UPGRADE TO ACCESS POWERFUL NEW FEATURES

By upgrading to the latest version of BMC Control-M, you’ll unlock a broad array of new capabilities that 
are designed to meet today’s business challenges. With Cetan Corp as your partner, your enterprise will 
experience a seamless transition to this innovative new solution. 



ABOUT CETAN CORP:

Cetan Corp is an enterprise IT solutions provider specializing in cloud, collaboration and workload automation software and professional services. We help 
growing, innovative organizations, large corporations and federal agencies achieve meaningful business results using industry-leading tools from Microsoft, 
Salesforce.com and BMC Software. Cetan Corp is a Native American, Veteran-Owned company, GSA Schedule #GS-35F-163BA.  
Learn more at www.cetancorp.com.

To learn about BMC Control-M upgrades and to find out more about how  
Cetan Corp can  simplify and optimize the workloads that power your business, 
visit www.cetancorp.com or call 877.423.8260.

STEP UP TO THE  
NEXT LEVEL

UPGRADE WITH CONFIDENCE

Using our proven methodology, Cetan Corp Professional Services consultants provide 
expert support throughout all phases of the Upgrade project, from planning and 
business requirements analysis to activation of the solution in the new environment.  
We provide the insight and guidance to transition your workloads in a manner that:

 ' Mitigates risk associated with upgrades by leveraging proven and repeatable  
best practices

 ' Enables staff members to focus on key daily initiatives rather than specialized tasks

 ' Ensures maximum solution investment through proper upgrade and training

 ' Reduces the cost of managing workload automation by simplifying the  
user interface 

“Cetan Corp provided a team of consultants  
on literally a moment’s notice to help us through 

a very complex project. They were there when we 
needed them and provided broad BMC Control-M 

technical expertise that we could not find  
with other firms.” 

– Jo-Ann Stores 

CERTIFICATIONS

Contract GS-35F-163BA

CETAN CORP:  
WORKLOAD AUTOMATION 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 

Your Partner of Choice for Success

Cetan Corp is the industry’s leading 
provider of BMC Control-M solutions. With 
hundreds of successful implementations 
across a diverse range of industries, our 
trusted experts can design a customized 
BMC Control-M solution to overcome your 
workload automation challenges. 

Our BMC Control-M Services Include:

• Implementations and Conversions

• Upgrades

• Workload Automation Optimization 
Assessments

• Role-Based Training and Enablement

• Outsourced Support and Staff 
Augmentation

• Custom Process Reengineering and 
Development

• Customized Training Programs


